How did one of Singapore’s leading engineering consultancies reduce their Total Cash Cycle Days from 70 to 48 days?

BST Global, in partnership with the Association of Consulting Engineers Singapore, would like to personally invite you to attend a live case study presentation introducing Beca’s experience in implementing an enterprise business management software system to drive business performance improvements. Mark Stinson, Beca’s Group Accounting & Compliance Director, will discuss the impact that timely information delivery to project and operations managers has had on Beca since going live with BST Enterprise.

“In the 3 years following the implementation of BST Enterprise, our Cash Cycle Days reduced by more than 30%. For each $100m of revenue earned that meant an extra $6m in the bank. Being able to leverage the functionality of BST Enterprise played a major role in bringing about this and other benefits for us.” - Mark Stinson

Following the Beca story, we will provide an introduction to the capabilities and industry best practices of BST Enterprise. We will also discuss how leading Singapore and Australasian design and engineering consultancies — including Beca, Aurecon, Bates Smart, BG&E, Buchan Group, Cardno, ERM, FLOTH, Meinhardt, OSD Pipelines, Perenia Carbon, Thomson Adsett Architects and Woods Bagot — have partnered with BST Global to manage critical business areas such as opportunity forecasting, resource utilisation, and cash flow management.